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Abstract

We have conducted the first thorough analysis of the market for privacy practices and policies
in online social networks. From an evaluation of 45 social networking sites using 260 criteria we
find that many popular assumptions regarding privacy and social networking need to be revisited
when considering the entire ecosystem instead of only a handful of well-known sites. Contrary to
the common perception of an oligopolistic market, we find evidence of vigorous competition for new
users. Despite observing many poor security practices, there is evidence that social network providers
are making efforts to implement privacy enhancing technologies with substantial diversity in the
amount of privacy control offered. However, privacy is rarely used as a selling point, even then only
as auxiliary, non-decisive feature. Sites also failed to promote their existing privacy controls within
the site. We similarly found great diversity in the length and content of formal privacy policies, but
found an opposite promotional trend: though almost all policies are not accessible to ordinary users
due to obfuscating legal jargon, they conspicuously vaunt the sites’ privacy practices. We conclude
that the market for privacy in social networks is dysfunctional in that there is significant variation
in sites’ privacy controls, data collection requirements, and legal privacy policies, but this is not
effectively conveyed to users. Our empirical findings motivate us to introduce the novel model of a
privacy communication game, where the economically rational choice for a site operator is to make
privacy control available to evade criticism from privacy fundamentalists, while hiding the privacy
control interface and privacy policy to maximise sign-up numbers and encourage data sharing from
the pragmatic majority of users.
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1 Introduction

In the past decade, social networking sites have become a mainstream cultural phenomenon [27]. Social
networking has become one of the most popular activities on the web, with the top sites boasting hundreds
of millions of users, and social networking sites representing 16 of the world’s 100 most-visited sites [1].
Their popularity amongst the younger generation is even higher, with studies finding more than 80% of
American university students active social network users [8, 48], commonly spending at least 30 minutes
every day on social networks [51]. The ubiquity of social networking in youth culture has been likened
to an addiction [30].

Social networks have also obtained a poor reputation for protecting users’ privacy due to a continual
flow of media stories discussing privacy problems [44]. Popular media angles include the disclosure of
embarrassing personal information to employers [37, 19] and universities [76], blackmail using photos
found online [68, 72], social scams [49, 39, 12], and user backlash against newly introduced features [75,
80].

Despite the focus of the English-speaking media on Facebook, MySpace, and occasionally Bebo,
and the common perception of an oligopolistic market, there is a flourishing supply of social networking
services, with dozens of large general-purpose sites competing alongside thousands of niche sites. In
our study, at least 25 different services were found to be the most popular social network in at least one
country [1].

There is also a common misconception that privacy violations occur routinely because the gener-
ation of (mostly younger) social networking users fundamentally do not care about privacy. This is
contradicted by studies where most social network users do express an interest in privacy [8, 31, 26, 42].
Given the plethora of competing sites, the functional similarity of most social networks, and users’ stated
concern for privacy, market conditions appear prime for sites to compete on the basis of privacy. This
was our overarching research question as we conducted—to the best of our knowledge—the largest and
most comprehensive field study in the academic literature of the global social network market. Past
studies have focused on studying users of social networks; our study is unique in that we compare the
sites themselves. We have attempted to collect as large a sample of sites as possible, focusing on what is
offered and promoted in the way of privacy rather than on user behaviour.

Our contribution is threefold. First, we report the results of a thorough analysis of the privacy supply
in the social networking market (Section 4). Our data supports some common assumptions, such as a
generally low quality of privacy policies, usability problems, and poor security practices. It also provides
some surprises such as promotion of photo-sharing being far more common than game-playing, and a
huge diversity of privacy controls available in different networks which is not effectively conveyed to
users.

Second, we aggregate our data into overall privacy and functionality scores for each site, and use
these to find which general factors may influence a site’s privacy practices (Section 5). Again, we
find interesting results, such as niche sites offering significantly less sophisticated privacy controls than
general-purpose sites, positive correlations between privacy and the age, size, and popularity of a site.
Privacy and functionality aren’t strong correlated, but sites that promote on privacy are often found hav-
ing less favourable privacy practices. We also find evidence that sites with better privacy are growing
ahead of the market, while those that mention their privacy are falling behind.

Finally, we propose a novel economic model to explain the observed under-supply and under-promotion
of privacy as a rational choice by the competing social networking providers. Our model assumes the
existence of consumers with varying degrees of privacy concern. We conjecture that websites seek to
maximise their desirability to both populations by not raising privacy concerns for the majority of users,
while minimising criticism from the privacy-sensitive. We explore this, along with other economic ex-
planations, in Section 6.
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2 Related Work

Given the broad aims of our study, there is a large body of relevant prior research. Social networks
have been an active research area in several academic disciplines in recent years. Sociologists have
studied them from an ethnographic perspective, examining why they have become popular and what
motivates individuals to participate [27, 26, 29, 30, 85]. Others have used surveys to examine users’
attitudes towards social networks, in particular with regards to information sharing and disclosure [8, 48,
31, 42]. User studies have also been performed by automatically analysing crawled profiles [54, 8, 51,
48]. Computer scientists have performed more quantitative studies of social graph formation, using web
crawlers to study the size and link structure of social graphs [62, 24, 53, 41].

Security and data protection in social networks has recently become an active research area recently.
Many researchers have outlined the potential threats and risks associated with using social networking
services [17, 74]. White-hat studies have identified many security flaws due to implementation errors in
social networks [34, 21, 20]. Security researchers have also taken a constructionist approach. Several
interfaces have been proposed for allowing users to more easily manage privacy [56, 66, 11, 77], a few
of which we saw beginning to be deployed in sites we analysed. Some have proposed new architectures
which can provide stronger privacy guarantees [36, 35, 23, 10, 71], while others have recommended
implementing privacy-preserving front-ends for existing social networks [43, 59].

Privacy issues specifically arising from the graph of friendship links have been studied as well, and
have identified graph privacy as a major issue. Social context was shown to make phishing attacks much
more successful [46]. Several studies have indicated that knowledge of the social graph can enable
accurate inference of private data [90, 55, 91]. It has been shown that it is impossible in practice to
“anonymise” a social graph by removing names due to the amount of unique structure contained within
it [15, 64, 38]. Social graph privacy has also been shown to be very fragile in that obtaining a relatively
small amount of information enables many useful calculations to be made [28, 52, 22, 21, 63].

Privacy has also been extensively studied from an economics perspective. The problem has been for-
mally modelled as an economics trade-off between disclosing information and gaining access to desirable
online services [82, 70, 45]. Researchers have utilised surveys to gauge user attitudes about privacy, con-
sistently showing a high stated concern for privacy [25, 78, 61]. Direct observational studies of users
have often contradicted these studies though, showing that users often violate their stated privacy con-
cerns [6, 79, 40, 69]. Economists have attempted to resolve this “privacy paradox” by proposing models
which describe why users’ long-term preferences for privacy are ignored or forgotten when interacting
with a website [83, 57, 7, 9]. This has been shown specifically to occur in the case of social networks,
where individuals with high self-reported privacy awareness revealed significant amounts of data on their
profiles [8]. Other research has focused on privacy policies, usually finding them to be far too difficult
for ordinary users to understand [61, 86]. Computer scientists have proposed technological solutions to
improve users’ ability to make privacy choices [73, 5, 33, 18, 16].

3 Survey Methodology

3.1 Selection of Sites

We selected 45 social networking sites for our survey, the complete list is provided in Table 1. Our goal
was both to conduct an exhaustive survey of the major, general-purpose social networking sites, and
include several representatives of other common social-networking niches for comparison.

3.1.1 General-Purpose Sites

Our operational definition of a general-purpose social networking service is one which anybody is free to
join, people commonly present their real-world identity, and the primary use of the site is interacting with
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others via profile pages on the Web. This excludes sites whose primary purpose is sharing content (e.g.
YouTube, Flickr), sites which enforce limited membership (invitation-only networks such as A Small
World), or sites where few users reveal any real-world information about themselves (such as online
poker websites). While some of these services contain all or almost all features of general-purpose social
networking sites, they can be separated by their different patterns of typical use. For example, a web
crawl revealed that average users of YouTube and Flickr make less than 10% as many connections as
those using Orkut [62].

Our definition is mostly functional, and does not exclude sites which are mainly populated by specific
demographics of users. Several of the sites we regarded as general-purpose target a specific demographic
niche. For example, BlackPlanet is targeted to African Americans living in the United States, Eons
is targeted at the older generation, and MyYearbook and Bahu are targeted specifically at teenagers.
MocoSpace is a general-purpose social network on the web which additionally aims specifically to be
usable via mobile devices. However, we still regard these sites as general-purpose as their feature set is
similar to other general-purpose sites, they simply cater to a specific group of people with their marketing
and graphic design.

An important omission from our study is sites which are not available in English. This includes
several very large general-purpose sites, such as the Russian site VKontakte, the Japanese site Mixi, and
the Spanish site Tuenti. This decision was necessary to ensure fair comparison between sites, particularly
for privacy policies where word choice is critical. Our focus on the Web also excludes communication
services such as Instant Messaging, online role-playing games such as World of Warcraft, and 3D virtual
worlds such as SecondLife.

Within this definition, though, we were able to include 29 popular general-purpose sites from around
the world, listed in full in Table 1. We enforced a minimum size of 500,000 users for general-purpose
sites to keep the study tractable.

3.1.2 Niche Sites

In addition to general-purpose social networks, we examined 16 niche social networking services, also
listed in full in Table 1. These sites either have a subset of general-purpose sites’ functionality or are
used in significantly different ways.

— Business-networking sites differ from general-purpose in that they specialise in maintaining pro-
fessional contacts and searching for new jobs. Users typically share much less personal infor-
mation, yet more professional information on these sites. They often implement specific features
for specifying and managing business relationships and are frequently used for job-searching. We
included LinkedIn, XING, and Viadeo, the most popular business-networking sites.

— Media recommendation sites specialise in allowing users to recommend and share films and
music. While they have many features of general-purpose sites, users often interact with others
based on similar tastes in music or movies, rather than real-world social connections. We included
Last.fm, Imeem, Flickster, and Buzznet in this category.

— Reunion sites specialise in allowing people to search for old acquaintances from school or the
military rather than actively maintaining profiles. They often aggregate contact information only
and are designed to facilitate off-line connection rather than on-line interaction. We included
Classmates.com and myLife (formerly Reunion.com) as representatives of this genre.

— Activity-focused sites centre around allowing users to perform a specific activity. Habbo and
Gaia Online are two pre-eminent gaming-centric social networks. CouchSurfing is designed for
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students and youth to share accommodation while travelling.1 Finally, we included the surging
micro-blogging service Twitter in this category, though arguably it is in a niche by itself.

— Privacy-specific sites have specific privacy-enabling features. Experience Project is designed
as a pseudonymous social network for users to share intimate stories with strangers who have
had similar life experiences. Imbee is a fledgling social network aimed to be safe for younger
children, with strong administrative oversight and parental controls. Kaioo is a non-profit social
network designed to be community-owned and governed, for those uncomfortable trusting their
social details to a private company. We included Imbee and Kaioo in our survey due to their
unique privacy goals, though neither site has an established user base yet.

3.2 Evaluation Methodology

We conducted a standardised, scripted evaluation for each website. The evaluations were conducted in
February 2009, and all data is accurate as of the time of evaluation. Due to the rapid evolution of social
networking, several data points had already changed by the time of analysis, but we kept all values as a
consistent snapshot of the time of collection, recorded alongside the data itself.

3.2.1 Data Collection

First, we collected general information about the site, such as its launch date, estimated user count and
traffic ranks, country of operation, and ownership status (presented in Section 4.1). Next, we examined
the publicly viewable sections of the webpage which are presented to non-members who visit the site
(typically after receiving an invitation by friends who are already members of the site). These offer the
most valuable insight into the marketing strategies used by social networks, since very few rely on tradi-
tional advertisements. We recorded the selling points used to encourage visitors to sign up (Section 4.2).

Next, we signed up for each site, recording the amount of personal information required in order to
register an account (Section 4.4). We also recorded the means by which users are presented with the sites’
Terms of Use and/or Privacy Policy during sign-up (Section 4.3). We then evaluated the extent of privacy
controls available to users of the site, and the default values provided with a new account (Section 4.5).
In addition to privacy controls, we recorded general security features like the use of encryption, the
existence of help pages for controlling privacy, and the existence of infrastructure for reporting abuse
(Section 4.6).

Finally, we evaluated the formal privacy policy provided by each site (Section 4.7). Evaluation
criteria for the privacy policies included accessibility, length, collection and retention of user data, the
role of third-party advertisers, and compliance with privacy laws.

In addition to the raw data points, we computed and included in our dataset aggregate metrics per
site. In particular, we define scores for data collection, privacy control, privacy policies, and functionality,
presented in Table 7. These are described in detail in Appendix A.

3.2.2 Data Provided During Signup

To ensure fair comparison, we supplied consistent data when asked to the fullest extent possible, and
consistently withheld any information which was not mandatory. We signed up for an account with
each site using the name “Upton Sinclair,”2 a birth date of September 20, 1978, the Cambridge postcode
CB30DS, and other standardised personal information consistent in all created accounts. We provided
the same Yahoo! email account with a ymail.com suffix to each site. We only varied this information in

1Because its intended use is connecting strangers, CouchSurfing is notable for having a complicated reputation system built
into the site to encourage safety.

2In honour of the pioneering investigatory journalist.
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Site Traffic Rank Users (M) Country Category
Windows Live Spaces 4 120 USA General-purpose
Facebook 5 175 USA General-purpose
MySpace 7 250 USA General-purpose
hi5 17 60 USA General-purpose
SkyRock 43 13 France General-purpose
Friendster 45 95 USA General-purpose
NetLog 71 35 Belgium General-purpose
Tagged 75 70 USA General-purpose
Orkut 83 67 USA General-purpose
LiveJournal 85 18 Russia General-purpose
Bebo 119 40 USA General-purpose
PerfSpot 124 20 USA General-purpose
meinVZ 156 12 Germany General-purpose
Multiply 161 12 USA General-purpose
Badoo 168 19 UK General-purpose
Sonico 183 33 Argentina General-purpose
Ning 187 1 USA General-purpose
CyWorld 315 20 South Korea General-purpose
Xanga 346 40 USA General-purpose
MyYearbook 406 15 USA General-purpose
BlackPlanet 1021 18 USA General-purpose
Plaxo 1486 20 USA General-purpose
MocoSpace 2582 2 USA General-purpose
Hyves 4166 8 Netherlands General-purpose
Impulse 4782 1 Bulgaria General-purpose
Yonja 5142 4 USA General-purpose
Bahu 9977 1 France General-purpose
Nexopia 12109 1 Canada General-purpose
Eons 17872 1 USA General-purpose
LinkedIn 149 35 USA Business-networking
Imeem 186 30 USA Media recommendation
Last.fm 317 21 USA Media recommendation
Twitter 338 6 USA Micro-blogging
Classmates.com 519 40 USA Reunion
Gaia Online 628 7 USA Gaming
MyLife 796 58 USA Reunion
BuzzNet 954 10 USA Media recommendation
Flixster 975 62 USA Media recommendation
XING 1023 7 Germany Business-networking
Viadeo 3280 7 France Business-networking
Habbo 3349 124 Finland Gaming
CouchSurfing 4326 1 USA Travel
Experience Project 8878 2 USA Privacy-specific
Kaioo 120679 n/a Germany Privacy-specific
Imbee 248170 n/a USA Privacy-specific

Table 1: Evaluated Social Networks, N = 45. User count in millions, rounded.
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a few necessary cases, such as Bahu, which prohibits users over the age of 25, or for US-targeted sites
which required US postal codes.

3.2.3 Technical Set-up

Recognising that websites may tailor interaction based on any observable data about the user, we were
careful to keep the interaction conditions constant. All browsing was performed using IP addresses from
the Cambridge Computer Laboratory’s address space 128.232.*.*. During sign-up and interaction
with the studied websites, we used Mozilla Firefox v 3.0.6 running on OpenSUSE 11.1 Linux, configured
to accept all cookies. We made use of the Screen Grab! v 0.95 plugin to capture images of web pages,
as well as the CipherFox v 1.76 plugin to examine TLS connection details.

Examination of sites’ Terms of Use and Privacy Policies was performed using a separate machine,
running Internet Explorer 7.0 on Windows Vista. This was done to ensure that these documents would
be presented as would be shown to a non-member of the site who is considering signing up.

4 Data

This section summarises our major observations from the data we collected. In addition to the figures
presented in this section, we have made our entire dataset available online for public analysis.3

4.1 Market Dynamics

4.1.1 Network Size

The number of large social networks is impressive, though it is difficult to fairly assess their relative size.
It is impossible to externally determine the number of members of a site, so we have relied on the sites’
own claims, where available, and the most recent external estimates in other cases, giving us a rough
estimates of network size in Table 1.

Member counts mean different things on different sites, for example, many users of Habbo control
multiple accounts, inflating the reported number of users, while operating multiple accounts is uncom-
mon and/or banned on other sites. Ning provides a particularly challenging case, as the service allows
users to create “their own social network” from a template. Statistics are only published on the number
of social networks created (500,000+) which surely underestimates the total number of users.

There are also problems due to large numbers of inactive or rarely-accessed accounts. Windows Live
Spaces is particularly problematic because it automatically creates a profile page for every Hotmail user,
leading to a huge number of reported users, despite many not actively maintaining their profile. This
points to the larger problem of user account statistics including inactive or rarely-accessed accounts.
Finally, we were unable to locate any reliable estimates for Imbee and Kaioo, both still too small report
user numbers.

4.1.2 Site Popularity: Traffic Data

Due to the problems with network size, we feel that traffic data is a fairer indicator of a site’s popularity,
though this has complexities as well. We relied on the publicly available Alexa traffic rankings [1]. While
these are commonly used as a general indicator of the amount of traffic a site is receiving, the algorithm
to compute them is not publicly available so it is impossible to scientifically evaluate their accuracy.

Furthermore, because traffic rankings are produced at the second-level domain granularity, there
are several difficulties for social networks which either share a domain with other services, or are spread
across several domains. Windows Live Spaces again appears far more popular than it actually is, because

3http://preibusch.de/publ/privacy_jungle/
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spaces.live.com shares its traffic rank with search.live.com and other more popular services. Collectively,
the live.com domain has the #4 traffic rank, although the social networking service accounts for just 1.9%
of this traffic. On the other hand, MeinVZ operates under both the meinvz.net and studivz.net domains,
which rank 380 and 156, respectively. In these cases, we simply took the rank of the highest-ranking
domain, since there is no way to combine opaque or sub-divide opaque rank data.

4.1.3 Geographical Distribution: American Dominance

With two thirds of our sites head-quartered in the USA, we were initially concerned that our study
appeared heavily biased towards American-operated sites, especially given our decision to exclude non-
English language sites. However, after analysing usage data we now believe that this mostly reflects
the concentration of global web companies in the Silicon Valley area, as indeed most of the American-
operated sites are based in the San Francisco Bay Area. We identified an interesting trend in that a
number of large sites are based in the United States or at least nominally owned by American parent
companies, despite being far more popular in foreign markets [1].

Orkut was famously designed for the US market by Google but has caught on primarily in Brazil
and India, where it is now the most popular service. Hi5 is probably the best example, being founded in
2003 in San Francisco, and maintaining a traffic rank of just 96 in the USA, but being the most highly
trafficked social networking site in countries as diverse as Honduras, Romania, Thailand and Angola.
LiveJournal was founded and run in the USA for almost a decade despite being most popular in Russia,
until finally being purchased by a Russian media conglomerate last year. Friendster is an interesting
example: it was once the most popular service in the US market, but usage there has drastically fallen
off [27], though it remains very popular in Asia, where it is the most popular service in Indonesia,
Malaysia, and the Philippines. While these sites have caught on elsewhere despite being designed for
the American market, Yonja was founded in the US by Turkish immigrants, and is almost exclusively
visited by users from Turkey, though it is still operated in the US. Bebo has followed the opposite path to
American ownership, starting in London and being recently purchased by US-based AOL, Inc., despite
the majority if its users living in the UK and Ireland.

4.1.4 Site Evolution

Another interesting trend we observed by studying site histories is that many of the sites studied were not
originally launched with the goal of becoming large social-networking services, but have evolved into
them over the years. Facebook began as a service only for US university students, and MeinVZ similarly
began as a directory service for German university students called StudiVZ. Both are now multi-lingual
services open to the general public.

Other sites began with simple functionality, and gradually added social features to the point that
they now look like general-purpose sites in many respects. LiveJournal, Xanga, and SkyRock (formerly
SkyBlog) all began as blogging services, Classmates and MyLife both began with the goal of finding
old classmates, and the media-sharing sites began only with anonymous media-ranking functionality.
Similar to Zawinski’s Law which predicts that all software expands until it can send mail, we propose a
new law that all websites expand until users can add each other as friends.

The average age of the networks in our study is just 5.2 years, 5.07 for the general-purpose sites and
5.46 for the others. Impulse, Bahu, Kaioo, and Sonico were the only sites studied which launched within
the past 2 years. Classmates, launched in 1995, is by far the oldest, with the next oldest being LiveJournal,
CyWorld, and BlackPlanet, all launched in 1999. All of these sites had substantially different purposes
when they launched.
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4.1.5 Multilingualism

The degree of multilingualism in the sites surveyed was high, indicating that the online social network-
ing paradigm is popular across many different cultures. The average site was offered in 9.1 languages,
although the median was just 2, and the standard deviation was 11.1. There is a bimodal distribution
between a number of sites offered in just 1 or a small handful of languages, and some very well in-
ternationalised sites. 7 sites (NetLog, hi5, Orkut, LiveJournal, Facebook, Windows Live Spaces, and
PerfSpot) were offered in at least 25 languages. PerfSpot took the lead with an impressive 46 languages,
including Cebuano, Estonian, and Tamil.

4.1.6 Competition

In addition to the variety of languages offered, we analysed country-specific traffic rankings provided
by Alexa to approximate the national markets in which sites are competing for new users. As a rough
heuristic, we considered two sites to be “competing” within one national market if their traffic ranks are
within a factor of two of each other. Using this metric we found significant competition is occurring;
every single site surveyed is competing to catch another social network in at least one market. In the
English-speaking world, Facebook, MySpace, and Bebo are fighting in different orders as the top 3 in
the UK, Ireland, Australia, and New Zealand, with Facebook and MySpace alone competing at the top
in the USA and Canada.

There is a common market dynamic throughout Europe, with most countries having a home-grown
service competing against a larger, international challenger (usually Facebook but also MySpace, Hi5,
and others). Facebook is currently one spot in the rankings behind local competitors SkyRock and Bebo
in France and Ireland, respectively, and has recently overtaken local competitors Hyves, meinVZ, and
Impulse in the Netherlands, Germany, and Bulgaria, respectively. Even CyWorld, which has dominated
the South Korean market for a decade, is now seeing competition from Friendster and Facebook which
have slipped into the top 20 sites for the country.

4.1.7 Business Model

Most sites rely on advertisements for revenue, with only the non-profit sites CouchSurfing and Kaioo,
and the children’s site Imbee not displaying advertisements. We also observed that 7 of the 29 general-
purpose sites (24%), but 10 of the other 16 (63%) offered paid premium memberships. These premium
memberships typically allow more space for uploading pictures, more control of one’s profile, and the
removal of advertisements. Premium memberships were offered on all of the business-networking sites
and reunion-focused sites, and seem to be a major revenue stream: XING, for instance, generates 80%
of its revenue from the 8% of users who are premium members [89]. Many other sites offered the ability
for users to buy each other virtual gifts, though these typically sell for only $1 or e1.

Overall, there is a lack of reliable data on the financial situation of social networks, with almost all
of them still privately held and operating as start-ups reliant on outside financing. The global market
for social networking advertisements is estimated to be US$2.66 billion in 2009 [88], but some market
analysis has questioned the profitability of sites given the slow growth of advertising revenue and sites’
large operating costs [47].

4.2 Promotional Methods

Most social networks rely on word-of-mouth promotion and there is very little external advertising.
However, most sites promote themselves aggressively to non-members who visit in the hope of convert-
ing visitors into new users. We compared this promotional process across networks, grouping the most
common promotional tactics used into several categories displayed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Promotional technique prevalence

4.2.1 Promotion of Social Interaction

Unsurprisingly, a very common marketing strategy is promotion of social interaction on the site. This
was observed in sites promoting the ability to send messages using the site (20 / 69%), and extending
the possibility of meeting new friends (17 / 59%). These approaches seem to loosely capitalise on the
network effects of the site to indicate that one should join based on the ability to interact with other users
already on the site.

4.2.2 Promotion via Network Effects

Capitalising on network effects was an explicit strategy for 23 general-purpose sites (79%) which showed
a sample of user photos from the site and/or explicitly listed the number of user accounts. This was in
fact the most common promotion observed in the sites studied. In addition to listing the total number
of users, often as a live counter, many sites listed the number of users who were either currently logged
in or came from the same area as the visitor in a further attempt to make the site appear actively used.
21 sites (72%) employed some variation of the argument that “Your friends are already using the site.”
Network effects were in fact even more commonplace in the niche sites surveyed, being used by all of
the media-sharing sites, business-networking sites, gaming sites, and reunion sites.

Of the sites showing sample user profiles, some designated user profiles or content as “featured”
while others purported to be showing a random sample. In no case did we actually see a random sample
that changed when visiting from a separate IP address, indicating that most “sample” users were in fact
selected specifically to make the network seem appealing.4

The heavy use of network effects is no surprise. User surveys have usually found that the most
common reason given for joining a site is because users felt that the majority of their friends were
already using it [26, 42].

4We certainly noticed a preponderance of attractive and young individuals featured in these photos.
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number of promo- promotion on privacy
tional arguments no yes
≤ avg 23 2
> avg 9 11
significance p = 0.0008

Table 2: Privacy as a promotional argument
is found significantly more often when many
other arguments are also deployed.

Figure 2: Weak privacy promotion in a long
feature list (Eons)

4.2.3 Promotion of Functionality

Where general-purpose social networks choose to promote their actual functionality, the ability to share
photos was by far the most common feature mentioned, advertised by 22 sites. Sharing videos and
music was almost as common, mentioned by 18 sites. This suggests the interesting possibility that
photo-sharing may be the real killer-application which is driving social-networking growth.5 Every
single general-purpose site we surveyed implements the ability to upload multiple photos, whereas only
5 of the 16 other sites implemented photo-sharing, making the ability to share and tag photos seem to
be a requirement for a general-purpose social network. This difference is indeed highly significant at
p = 0.04.

In contrast, the ability to install applications or play games was relatively rarely promoted given the
huge amount of attention received by the Facebook development platform and the claim that is decisive
factor in the site’s popularity [41]. Facebook itself did not mention its application platform. 14 of the
surveyed sites implement some platform for third-party applications which users can add to their profiles,
but only 5 mention this promotionally, indicating this is not yet considered a major selling point. Other
functionality, such as the ability to blog (promoted by 7 sites) and the ability to customise one’s profile
(11 sites) were similarly much less common in marketing than photo and media-sharing.

The fact that account sign-up is free was promoted by 21 sites, although all the general-purpose
sites we surveyed offered free accounts. The freeness of the accounts may be relatively unsurprising
today as consumers are conditioned to expect web services to be free. However, 7 of surveyed general-
purpose sites do offer premium accounts, usually removing advertising and offering more storage for a
monthly fee. 4 of these 7 optionally paid-for sites still promoted free sign-up, a higher percentage than
sites without paid accounts. Similarly, there was an increase in promotion based on sign-up being free
among the niche sites, despite a higher proportion of them offering paid memberships. This is possibly
an indication that consumers are less likely to expect sites in the areas of music, gaming, and business to
be free.

4.2.4 Promotion of Privacy

Finally, privacy was used as a selling point in 7 out of 29 general-purpose sites, and when it was men-
tioned it was typically in a vague and general fashion. 4 sites explicitly mentioned privacy: PerfSpot

5Indeed, Facebook hosts more user photos than any other website, with over 40 billion.
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Figure 3: Terms of Use and Privacy Policy acknowledgement (MySpace)

claimed “unmatched privacy controls,” meinVZ offered “a wide range of settings that concern your pri-
vacy,” Eons mentioned the ability to “control your privacy,” and Sonico to “share photos, videos, and
your interests privately.” 3 other sites made vague reference to access control: Windows Live Spaces
stated that you decide “who sees your space, and who doesn’t,” Multiply claimed it was easy to share
photos with “more people you want and fewer people you don’t,” and Hyves stated “you decide which
information is available to whom.” Hyves also deserves commendation for promising “we’ll never sell
your information,”—the only site we observed making such a guarantee. None of these promotions
made any reference to or linked to the site’s privacy policy, no site attempted to use the contents of its
privacy policy as a promotional tool. 2 of the 3 business-networking sites mentioned privacy, as did 2
privacy-specific sites, but just 2 of the 11 other niche sites mentioned privacy.

In addition to the relative rarity with which privacy was mentioned promotionally, we found strong
evidence that it is not used as a primary argument, but as one of many items in a long feature list. For
general-purpose sites, sites mentioning privacy used an average of 8.0 promotional categories, whereas
sites not mentioning privacy used an average of 5.74. Privacy was never mentioned by a site which used
fewer than 5 other promotional arguments. Fisher’s exact test reveals strong statistical significance in that
privacy only emerges as a “yet another” argument (Table 2). The promotional page from Eons (Figure 2)
provides a typical example of privacy being mentioned in a nondescript way, lost among other features.

4.3 Presentation of Terms of Use and Privacy Policy

We recorded the means in which users where presented with the site’s Terms of Use and Privacy Policy,
as signing up is effectively a legal agreement governed by the these documents. Typically, there is a
disclaimer placed near the submission button during signup which contains a reference to the Terms of
Use, and sometimes the Privacy Policy as well. A particularly clearly-stated example from MySpace is
shown in Figure 3. Unfortunately, most sites made scant mention of their privacy policies during sign
up.

4.3.1 Privacy Policy Acknowledgement

Despite signing up being considered legal acceptance of the Privacy Policy in every site studied, only 5 of
the 29 general-purpose sites required actively checking a box to indicate acknowledgement of the privacy
policy, whereas 12 require checking a box to acknowledge the terms of service. 17 sites mentioned the
privacy policy on the signup page, although only 11 of these placed the privacy policy reminder on the
user’s critical path, with 3 placing it in the page’s margin and 3 placing it below the submission button.
Results were even worse for the other sites surveyed, with 10 sites of 16 mentioning the privacy policy,
but only 4 placing the reminder above the submission button.
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Figure 4: Privacy Policy link hidden in bloated page footer (Friendster)

4.3.2 Privacy Policy Review

In addition to not forcing users to actively acknowledge the privacy policy, very few sites encouraged
users to read it. MeinVZ was a commendable exception, displaying a condensed version of the site’s pri-
vacy policy on a separate page during the signup process. MySpace and Viadeo both displayed shorter
extracted paragraphs from their privacy policies, and Imbee gave users a strong nudge to “Read our PRI-
VACY POLICY!” However, the remaining sites, including 27 of the 29 general-purpose sites, included
essentially no pertinent information about the privacy policy on the user’s path to creating an account.

Ten general-purpose sites made no reference to the privacy policy at all. Of the 17 general-purpose
sites which did mention the privacy policy, 4 of them forgot to include a link to actually read it. 11 sites
failed to mention the policy but provided a link in a standardised page footer, and 5 offered no link at
all. On the sites linking to the privacy policy from a footer, typically it was grouped with many other
links including help info, contact info, and information for advertisers. A glaring example is shown in
Figure 4, as Friendster buried its privacy policy link along with 7 other links and a list of patents held.
An additional 2 sites made the mistake of including links which did not open in a new window or tab,
meaning that clicking on them would interrupt the signup process. Of the non-general-purpose sites, 4
failed to provide links to their privacy policies during signup, and 2 more included links not opening in a
new window.

4.4 Data Collected During Sign-up

While signing up for each of the networks in our study, we recorded the amount of data which must
be reported create a new account. We also recorded the amount of data which is requested but not
required, though we consistently chose to withhold such data. We found remarkable variation between
the general-purpose sites as to what data was collected, summarised in Figure 5.

4.4.1 Over-Collection of Demographic Data

In general, far more personal data is collected than is needed for a user to interact with a social networking
service, particularly gender and birth date information. Gender was required by 20 sites and requested
by 4 others. A full date of birth was required by 24 sites and requested by 2 others.6

These two pieces of data are both useful to personalise the site but should not be mandatory. We
did observe several sites promoting reminders of friends’ birthdays as a reason to use the site; the huge
popularity of this feature could be a reason that this data is often required [30]. Similarly, the majority
of the sites offer demographic search capabilities: 22 out of 29 sites allow finding fellow members based
on location, gender, interests, and other data, instead of just name.

Photographs and information on employment and university affiliations are similarly unnecessary,
but were not required except in the case of BlackPlanet, which requires a user’s “Job Type.” BlackPlanet
was an outlier as it also requested a user’s race, ancestry, income level, and sexual orientation during
sign-up. Yonja went a step further in actually requiring users to report their sexual orientation.

6Six of the sites requesting a user’s data of birth provided a check-box to hide the visibility of the date of birth on the form
in which it was requested.
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Figure 5: Visibility of profile data, general-purpose networks, N = 29

4.4.2 Requirement of Real Names

The widespread requirement of reporting names is similarly troubling, as 23 of the 29 sites require
entering one’s full name to join the site.7 Only 3 sites were purely pseudonymous (Nexopia, Xanga,
MocoSpace), with 3 other sites (LiveJournal, SkyRock, BlackPlanet) requesting a name but not requiring
it. Of the sites which do not require a name, Xanga, LiveJournal and Skyrock all began as blogging
services and have since transformed into social networking services, indicating that pseudonymity may
be more desirable for blogging services than for general-purpose social networks.

In addition to the 6 sites for which a name is optional and a pseudonym is the main identifier on the
site, 7 more sites require a pseudonym or username for the site. This does not provide much privacy
however as names are still displayed on all of these sites. From the non-general-purpose sites, the gam-
ing websites, 2 media-sharing sites and ExperienceProject were strongly pseudonymous, not collecting
names at all.

The utility of pseudonyms on social networks is controversial. One study reported that an excess of
fake profiles was a contributing factor in Friendster losing popularity [27], while others found that many
youth desire the ability to sign up under pseudonyms [85, 30].

4.4.3 Requirement of Email Addresses

It is also notable that every site required an email address to join, including the privacy-specific sites.
Most of the general-purpose sites (26 out of 29) further require email verification in order to use the
site, with only Hyves, meinVZ, and MyYearbook not verifying email addresses. Requiring a valid email
address could be seen as an anti-spam technique, although 25 of the general-purpose sites already require

7Of course, this is never strongly verified, and there is anecdotal evidence of fake names commonly being provided [26].
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Figure 6: Interface to import address book from external webmail account (Badoo)

their own CAPTCHA to sign up. Although it is easy to obtain free and disposable email addresses online,
most users will enter their real email-address, making the insistence on email addresses a needless privacy
violation since they are not necessary for interaction with a social networking site. 8

Almost half of the sites requested the password to one’s email address as well, in order to automat-
ically retrieve a person’s friends from their email provider. A typical interface is shown in Figure 6.
In addition to this feature, 4 sites offer an “invite friends” feature which will send invitations to join
the network to every email address listed in the user’s webmail account. On top of generating spam,
these features are poor user training for phishing, as they reinforce the habit of entering passwords into
third-party websites.

4.5 Privacy Controls

After signing up, we examined the privacy controls offered by each site. While almost every site has
invented its own unique terminology to describe access control, we were generally able to map these into
categories which were common across sites. One limitation of our approach is that we did not verify
the correct functioning of the privacy controls, which would require creating multiple test accounts with
each site and examining the visibility of one profile from another under different settings.

4.5.1 Profile Visibility Options

The fundamental privacy setting is the visibility of one’s profile page, which is the main display of one’s
personal information on the site. Options provided were profiles accessible to the public internet, profiles
only accessible to site members, limitations by geographical or other sub-networks, and limits to friends
only or friends of friends. The availability of these levels of control is displayed in Table 3. Only 3 sites
provided no choice on profile visibility, with Skyrock making all profiles internet-public by default, and
Yonja and Multiply making profiles viewable by all members.

It is important to point out that limiting profile views to only members of the site provides very little
privacy, since membership is free and easy to obtain for every site surveyed. This distinction is really
only useful for privacy in that search engines will not crawl the pages from sites with members-only
privacy settings. Sites probably choose to limit visibility to members only in order to force visitors to

8Email addresses are used as login names on most sites, but this could be easily changed.
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visibility level default optional unavailable
public Internet 41% - 59%
all site users 48% 28% 24%
sub-networks only 7% 17% 76%
friends of friends - 24% 76%
friends only 3% 79% 17%

Table 3: Visibility of profile data amongst general-purpose sites, N = 29: Most sites make profiles
publicly visible by default.

feature separate ACL profile ACL no ACL
profile commenting 62% 21% 17%
messaging 52% 28% 21%
photo viewing 52% 41% 7%

Table 4: Access controls for additional features, general-purpose networks, N = 29

sign up to be able to view people’s profiles. Facebook takes an interesting hybrid strategy, showing a
limited “public listing” of profiles to visitors and search engines, using this to encourage membership.

4.5.2 Fine-Grained Controls

Many sites offer more fine-grained control of profile visibility, with 13 general-purpose sites offering a
line-item setting where individual data items may have different visibility, argued to be a crucial feature
for privacy management [77]. An average of 10 different profile items were configurable, with Windows
Live Spaces offering the most at 27. Of these, only Facebook and LinkedIn offered the useful “audience
view” feature, allowing users to see how their profile looks to different groups of users [56].

We found 8 sites which implemented a version of role-based access control by giving users the ability
to segregate their friends into abstract, self-defined groups and make access control decisions at the group
level. Of these 8, only 2, PerfSpot and Plaxo, made friend grouping mandatory, as has been shown to
greatly enhance users’ ability to control their privacy [66]

Other common privacy controls regulate photo access and the ability to send messages and post
public “comments” to other users on the site. Access control offerings for these features are shown in
Table 4. Most sites offered the ability to restrict these features separately, only Skyrock and Badoo,
which operate with all profiles being completely open, did not provide the ability to limit visibility of
photos.

4.5.3 Permissive Defaults

The main problem observed, however, was not lack of options but the almost universality of open de-
faults. Estimates have varied in previous literature, and depend on the site in question, but between 80
and 99% of users are typically found to never change their privacy settings [8, 53, 51]. For more ob-
scure privacy-violating features such as those described in Table 5, fewer than 1% of users are thought
to opt-out [22, 21]. A significant number of users are not even aware that privacy controls exist in social
networks, estimated in two different studies at 26% [48] and 30% [8].

As seen in Table 3, all but 3 of the general-purpose sites (90%) leave new profiles initialised to be
completely visible to at least all other members of the site by default. Of these, Friendster’s default
limitation to a user’s continent and Facebook’s limitation to a user’s sub-networks provide relatively
little privacy gain, since anybody can create a profile in these networks. Only Bebo defaulted users to
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feature implemented opt-out % opt-out
user event stream 14 11 79%
online status visibility 25 22 88%
profile viewing notification 16 12 75%
profile searchability 29 27 93%

Table 5: Most general-purpose sites have privacy-invasive discoverability features enabled by default
and require manual opt-out from the user, N = 29

a friends-only view among the general-purpose sites. Similarly poor default privacy was found in the
niche sites, with only the child-specific site Imbee using friends-only privacy by default (and in fact as
the only option).

Often, default privacy settings left unnecessarily detailed data traces available to other users. The
publication of a stream of user events, such as “Upton uploaded a new photo” or “Upton changed his
relationship status,” and of the user’s online status can be aggregated into temporal usage patterns with
serious privacy implications. A network user determined to monitor other users’ behaviour may often
benefit from demographic search capabilities to spot interesting surveillance targets, since most sites
enable user discoverability beyond the name. Search was implemented on all of the sites; only two
general-purpose sites (Eons and Badoo) forced users to manually opt-in for the profiles to be indexed.
Finally, bilateral profile viewing notifications constitute a privacy dilemma in that enabling them per
default unveils the casual stalker but constitutes a hurdle for inconspicuous network browsing. Table 5
summarises the proportion of sites requiring opt-out instead of opt-in for these privacy-invasive services.

4.5.4 User Interface Problems

In addition to the problem of permissive default settings, we observed many possible user interface
problems which could limit the ability of users to effectively use the available privacy controls. This
was reflected by a survey which found that 24% of Facebook users did not understand the implications
of their own privacy settings [8]. There is also anecdotal evidence from the web that users are confused
about privacy settings, such as a guide to configuring one’s privacy settings for social networks which
was downloaded over 500,000 times [65]

Many sites presented controls in an excessively complex way, although academic studies have found
that providing users too much information and too many configuration options can harm usability [87].
Facebook had the most complex settings, with 61 options to select spread across 7 different privacy
settings pages. LinkedIn also stood out with 52 settings and 18 pages. Windows Live Spaces suffered
from particularly poor usability. For each of its 27 settings, the user most load a new page to examine
the value of the setting, load a second page to edit the setting, and then click “SAVE” and submit a
form to record the new setting. The average general-purpose site offered 19.2 privacy settings on 3.7
separate pages (median 16 / 2). Users also face an often overwhelming array of choices for controlling
the amount of email received from the site, with an average of 13.0 email settings available, with only
Nexopia, SkyRock, and Yonja not allowing users to control the amount of email received.

In addition to the complexity observed, we found many cases of confusing settings, ambiguous word-
ing, and inconsistent use of terminology between sections of the same site’s privacy settings. Orkut pro-
vides a telling example in Figure 7. The check box marked “enable photo tagging” actually relates only to
the ability of others to tag photos, and also controls the ability to view a list of a user’s tagged photos even
if that user tagged the photos personally. The first sentence also includes a confusing dangling modifier;
it is not clear if the phrase “with their friends” refers to who is being tagged or who is doing the tagging.
Badoo provided another confusing example, offering the choice between making one’s profile visible
to “any users” or “only members.” It is assumed that “any users” can include non-registered-members,
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Figure 7: Coarse-grained privacy setting
with potentially confusing wording and non-
standard input controls (“2� yes”)(Orkut)

Figure 8: Pre-selected combinations of privacy
settings (Sonico)

though after selecting the “only members” setting it was displayed as “any members.” Only 6 sites of-
fered written help in managing privacy settings, exacerbating the problem of confusing terminology and
labelling.

A very nice but rare feature was pre-set combinations of privacy settings which could be selected
with one click. This was offered by Sonico, offering basic “Public,” “Private,” and “Custom” settings
(Figure 8), and NetLog which offered “Meet new people” and “Keep in touch with my friends” settings,
each with an additional “high privacy” option. MySpace also offered pre-set combinations of settings,
but only to control who on the site is allowed to message a user.

4.6 Security Measures

4.6.1 Use of TLS Encryption and Authentication

We found an appallingly low adoption of the standard Transport Layer Security (TLS, formerly SSL)
protocol. 17 of the 29 general-purpose sites failed to use TLS during log-in, and of the 12 using it, only
3 wrapped the entire log-in page in a TLS connection. The other 9 only used TLS for the HTTP POST
action, which is undesirable because it prevents browsers’ TLS indicators from being displayed, making
users more susceptible to phishing. TLS adoption was slightly better in the other sites surveyed, with 6
of the 16 using TLS for the entire login page, and 2 for the POST action only.

A common error observed even among sites using TLS for login was forgetting to use TLS during
the signup process, when passwords are also entered. 6 sites which used TLS during login did not use
it at all during signup, with 2 sites making the opposite mistake. Both mistakes are a sign of careless
implementation, as the sites clearly have the ability to deploy TLS but forget that there are two common
situations where passwords are entered. Plaxo provided a particularly bizarre example of TLS inconsis-
tency, using TLS to protect the requested email password for its “retrieve friends” feature but failing to
protect the password entered as part of the signup data itself. Overall, 21 of the general-purpose sites and
9 other sites used no TLS during signup.

Disappointingly, only one website surveyed, the business-network XING, provided TLS for all inter-
action with the site. Curiously, despite this strong security practice, XING was not one of the sites which
promoted itself on the basis of privacy. In fact, of the 13 sites which did promote themselves based on
privacy, 7 employed no TLS whatsoever, and only 2 provided TLS for their complete log-in pages. 9

4.6.2 Phishing Prevention

There was a glaring lack of attention paid to phishing in the sites surveyed. Not a single site used any
anti-phishing mechanisms during login, such as personalised images displayed next to password prompts.

9We suggest that comprehensive TLS encryption might be used as a promotion technique for evading traffic logging schemes
deployed in the European Union.
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Only two websites surveyed (MySpace and BlackPlanet) made any mention of phishing in warning users
only to enter their password at their site. Every single site sent us emails containing links requesting us
to log-in to the site, easy for phishers to replicate fraudulently.

Coupled with the poor use of full-page TLS for log-in described in Section 4.6.1 and the common
practice of requesting passwords for external email accounts described in Section 4.4, this represents an
industry-wide disregard for the problem, though it has been made a point of government policy empha-
sis [17]. Academic research demonstrated years ago the power of “social phishing” using compromised
account due to the social trust inherent in communication on social networks [46]. There is also empir-
ical evidence that phishing is commonplace in large social networks [13, 17], and that phishers are now
using stolen social network accounts to request money from unsuspecting online “friends” [39].

4.6.3 Online Safety Guidance & Abuse Reporting

Preventing abuse is another important challenge for social networks, as research has suggested cyber-
bullying by peers is a significant threat [17], and the majority of young users report being harassed
by another user to the extent that they blocked them [30]. Encouragingly, we observed widespread
deployment of three mechanisms for preventing cyber-bullying: the ability to block access by specific
users, the ability to report specific user profiles directly from the profile page, and web forms for reporting
abuse. Every site implemented at least one of the three options, including at least one interface for
reporting abuse, with the exception of Plaxo. However, in many cases the abuse reporting web form
required clicking on several links to reach. Habbo made the bizarre choice to require completing a
CAPTCHA before submitting an abuse report.10 10 general-purpose sites failed to implement the much
more user friendly “Report User” ability on each profile page. Only one site, PerfSpot, provided a
telephone hotline to speak with a representative.

11 general-purpose sites also provide help pages for maintaining online safety, with 9 providing
specific help pages for parents. More sites could easily provide such pages, since many of the pages had
very little unique content and mostly contained links to the plethora of non-profit online safety pages
available on the web [2]. Only 6 general-purpose sites provided help pages for managing privacy. Again,
there was a lack of correlation with sites promoting their privacy and providing privacy settings help,
with only 1 site, Multiply, doing both.

4.7 Privacy Policies

Besides being a legally binding contract between the social network operator and its users, the privacy
policy is the only primary source that a prospective user can rely on to give informed consent for data
collection, as is required in the EU. Therefore, it is critical that sites post documents which are accessible
both technically and linguistically. The results of our inspection of the privacy policies are summarised
in Table 6. Two sites, SkyRock and Impulse, failed to provide a privacy policy separate from their Terms
of Use. We analysed SkyRock’s Terms of Use section on data protection practices since it was clearly
labelled “Protection of Users’ Privacy and Personal Data”. We were unable to count Impulse’s one-line
statement on users’ privacy11 as an actual privacy policy. For completeness, we still report the analysis
results of this statement as “Impulse (T&C)” in Table 6.

The quality of a privacy policy is not to be confused with the quality of data protection standards
the site implements. Rather, as an enabler for informed consent, a policy should give a good account
of the practices regardless of whether these are beneficial or detrimental for a user. As such, a site that
honestly and clearly states horrific data collection, usage, and sharing has a better policy than a site with
nebulously-phrased text that does not mention data sharing with third parties.

10In fact, Habbo utilised a more difficult CAPTCHA for reporting abuse than for signing up.
11Impulse’s complete statement on privacy: “guarantees not tot [sic] share users’ personal information with third parties

(except for the cases provided by the law) and not to use it for any other purposes except those of the site;”
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hi5 y n n n n y 2193 87 y y y y y y y n n n n y n y y y n y y y y n

Hyves y y n u n y 1706 38 y y y y y n n n n n y y n y y y n y n n 0

Imbee y n n n n y 2240 y y y y y y y n n n y n n y y y n n

Imeem y n n n n y 1887 46 y y y y y y y n n n y y n y y y y y y y y n 13

Impulse n n n 13

Kaioo y n y n n n 1418 57 y n y n y y n n n n y n n n y n u n n 14

Last.fm y y n n n y 4374 37 y y y y y y y n n n y y n y y n y n y y n n 13

LinkedIn y y n n y y 4957 58 y y y y y y y y y y y y n y y y y y y u y n 18

LiveJournal y n n n n y 2655 69 y y y y y y n n n n y n n y y y y n y y u y 13

meinVZ y y n n n y 8455 52 y y y y y y y n n n y y y y y n y y y 18

MocoSpace y n n n n n 1344 71 y y y y y y n n n n n n n y y y y y y y y n 13

Multiply y n n n n n 2142 65 y y y y y n n n n n y n n y y y y y y y n n 13

MyLife y n n y y n 4083 57 y y y y y n y y y n n n n y y y y n y y y y y n 13

MySpace y y n n n y 2738 45 y y y n y y y n n n n y n y y y n y y n n 13

MyYearbook y n n n n y 955 57 y y y y y n y n n n n n n y y y y n y y n 13

NetLog y y n n n n 311 94 y y y y n y y n n n y y n y u

Nexopia y n n n n y 2752 39 n y y y y y y n n n n y n y y y y y n u y n 13

Ning y n n n u y 4135 79 y y y y y y y n n n y y n y y y n y n u n n 13

Orkut y n n u n y 3073 80 y y y y y n y n n y y y n y y y y y y y y y n

PerfSpot y n n n n y 2108 20 y y y y y y y n n n y n n y y y n y y n n n 13

Plaxo y n n n n y 4271 51 y y y y y y y y y y n n y y y y y y y y y 13

SkyRock n n n n y n 641 69 y y n y y n y n n n y y n y y y y

Sonico y n n n n n 923 73 y y y y y y n n n n n n n n u

Tagged y y y n n y 2799 68 y y y y y y y n n n y y n y y y n y y u n n 13

Twitter y n n n n y 1535 67 y y y y y y n n n n y y n y y y n y y y n 13

Viadeo y n n y y n 2848 18 n y y y y n y n n n y n n y y n y n n 18

Windows Live Spaces y y n n u y 4361 y y y y y n y y n y y y n y y y y y y y y n

Xanga y n n n n n 4948 55 y y y y y n n n n n n y n y y y y y y y u y n 13

XING y n n n n y 3237 58 y y y y y n n n n n y n n y y n y y n 17

Yonja y n n n n n 1557 56 y y y y y n n n n n n n n y y n y y u y y 18

Impulse (T&C) u n n n n n 32 67 y y y y y n n n n n n n n n y n n 13

Table 6: Privacy Policy evaluation results. Fields are left blank where an evaluation criterion was inap-
plicable or if the site did not specify the information required for evaluation. Cells marked ‘u’ indicate
implementation, but with errors, for the P3P policies and only partial data erasability for the criterion
“PP user can delete data”.
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4.7.1 Technical Accessibility

It is critical for privacy policies to be accessible to a variety of web browsers and devices to avoid
disenfranchising any users. As social networks grow, adherence to good accessibility principles is in-
creasingly important to enable use from mobile devices and by elderly and disabled individuals who may
have special accessibility needs [81].

Despite this, we noticed numerous accessibility problems. 15 sites opened their privacy policies in
a new window, which can be blocked by pop-up blocking browsers or unsupported by mobile devices.
4 sites required JavaScript to display the privacy policy, which is incompatible with older browsers or
some mobile devices. 4 sites deployed privacy policies which did not allow zooming, 4 sites deployed
policies which could not be saved, and 1 site (SkyRock) had a policy which could not be printed. These
errors were not committed by the same few sites, 21 sites made at least one such accessibility error.

We also verified accessibility for mobile devices using the W3C mobileOK Checker [84], which
checks a Web page against a defined set of recommended guidelines derived from best practices for the
mobile Web and issues scores between 0 and 100. This is a rigorous test which is also a good indicator of
accessibility in general. Only 2 sites, Badoo and BlackPlanet, received a perfect score. Even MocoSpace,
targeted specifically at mobile devices, had numerous problems and received a score of just 71.

4.7.2 Length

Given the diversity of written privacy policies and the lack of a standardised vocabulary, we recorded
the textual length only in place of a subjective measure of readability.12 Only 10% of users claim in
surveys to have read the privacy policy of their social-networking site [48], and examinations of server
logs indicate the actual rate may be far less than 1% [86].

Privacy policies in general were too long to be expected to be read by most users, although the length
varied greatly. The mean length was 2,633 words, with a median of 2,245, and a very large standard
deviation of 1,546 words. The three shortest policies were all translated from originally French-language
sites, the 266, 311, and 641 word policies of Bahu, NetLog, and SkyRock, respectively. The longest
policy was the 8,455 word epic from meinVZ, nearly 3,500 words longer than the next longest, that of
LinkedIn. There were 12 policies longer than 3,000 words, which are all far too long to provide usable
privacy information.

4.7.3 Legal Issues

Due to the nature of privacy policies as legal contracts, it is critical for them to provide some basic
contractual information. Nevertheless, 13 sites failed to provide a date on their privacy policies, 15 sites
didn’t list a physical contact address, 17 sites didn’t provide an official email address, and 7 sites provided
no contact info at all.

21 sites reserved the right to change the terms without notice, making them of questionable contrac-
tual value. Only 5 sites guaranteed a minimum notice period before changes could take effect.

Finally, there were problems with specifying legal jurisdiction, especially pressing given the noted
discrepancy between the geographic location of operators’ headquarters and their targeted regional mar-
kets (Section 4.1.3). 20 sites did not specify which nation’s data protection laws they followed, and 20
sites did not specify in which nations data would be stored and processed in. Only 17 sites specified
both, which would be required information in the case of a dispute. The EU Safe Harbour Agreement,
designed to enable compliance with the EU Data Protection Directive for foreign companies with EU
customers, was only acknowledged by 6 sites, despite the prevalence of this geographic pattern. 6 sites
specifically named an external party to arbitrate disputes arising from the privacy policy.

12Subjectively, we generally found readability to be poor.
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Figure 9: P3P compact policy file validation errors (Facebook)

4.7.4 Data Claims

Regarding the actual claims that were made in the policies, there was significant variation, but a pattern
emerged of few meaningful rights being assigned to users and operators reserving many data collection
and sharing rights for themselves. In addition to user-uploaded profile data, 40 sites specifically reserved
the right to record IP addresses and/or browser data. No sites promised not to collect such data, the
other 5 sites left the issue unspecified. 14 sites also reserved the collect user data from external sources.
Most sites were unclear on this point, with only Last.fm promising not to do so. Few data retention
guarantees were made, with only Bebo, meinVZ, and Plaxo providing specific limits on how long they
could retain user data. 21 sites did explicitly grant users the right to have their data deleted upon request,
as is legally required in the EU, with 24 sites either providing an incomplete guarantee or leaving the
point in question.

Operators also often reserved many rights to share user data. 32 explicitly reserved the right to share
with third parties, while only 8 promised not to. Of the 32, 17 promised to anonymise user data (although
academic research has proven this is impossible for realistic social graph data [15, 64]). 39 sites indicated
they would share data with law enforcement when required to do so, with 6 failing to mention this.

4.7.5 Availability of P3P Policies

We evaluated the adoption of policies conforming to the W3C’s P3P format [4], designed to enable users
to quickly determine if a site’s privacy practices are acceptable given the user’s privacy preferences [73].
P3P has been argued to be a critical element in enabling privacy protection in the future [11], and has
been shown to strongly influence user decision-making when its display is mandatory [40].

We saw low adoption of P3P among sites surveyed, with only 7 sites implementing a full P3P pol-
icy, 5 of which parsed correctly. Badoo and Hyves were the only general-purpose sites with correctly
implemented policies. 10 sites implemented a compact policy, 7 correctly, including just SkyRock and
Eons among the general-purpose sites. The lack of P3P adoption and the existence of incorrectly writ-
ten policies indicates a negative attitude toward the P3P project by some site operators. As shown in
Figure 9, Facebook’s P3P compact policy provided a vivid example, consisting of an incorrect policy
element name “HONK.” This seems crafted specifically to mock users with P3P-displaying browsers.13

4.7.6 Self-Promotion within Privacy Policies

Despite the poor observed quality of privacy policies, an interesting trend was that many sites included
promotional claims about their privacy practices within the privacy policies themselves. Some typical
examples are shown in Figure 10. We recorded the use of such reassuring but legally meaningless phrases
in privacy policies. Typically, these are written in simple English and make strong claims that privacy is
an important consideration within the site. Overall, we observed this tactic in 34 of the 45 sites studied,
with 21 of 29 general-purpose sites and 13 of 16 other sites making such claims. We also observed
7 sites displaying a graphical privacy seal next to their privacy policy, despite none of them using the

13Indeed, this is a vulgar word in German, making it particularly insulting to a substantial portion of Facebook’s users.
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At Badoo your privacy is of paramount importance. As the custodians of your personal
information, we have developed this policy to ensure that your privacy is always protected
while you are using the Badoo network. —Badoo

Hyves consists of a network of friends. We deal with your information as you would expect
from friends. So Hyves takes your privacy very seriously and will deal with your information
with due care. —Hyves

We have a pretty simple privacy policy. We are reasonably sure this won’t annoy anyone.
—Last.fm

It is Buzznet’s policy to respect the privacy of Members. —Buzznet

Figure 10: Examples of self-promotion within privacy policies.

seal on their main signup page to convey the quality of the privacy policy, as the seals are intended. In
Section 5.5, we report the lack of correlation between these privacy claims and good privacy practices.

5 Data Analysis

Viewing our data as a whole, we wish to infer which factors are correlated with good privacy practices
in social networking sites. This is a complicated question because it is difficult to exactly answer what
constitutes “good practice.” For example, an increase in privacy controls available may be seen as good
to a certain point, but usability problems may arise from overly complex privacy setting pages [87].

Despite these difficulties, we defined and computed a synthetic privacy score according to the for-
mulae explained in Appendix A. We will use this privacy score to make broad inferences about a site’s
privacy practices. This privacy score included three subscores summarising a site’s data collection prac-
tices (see Appendix A.1.1), privacy control interface (see Appendix A.1.2), and privacy policy (see Ap-
pendix A.1.3). We deducted points for unnecessary data collection, awarded points for privacy-enabling
features and also for accessibility and usability of the privacy policy.

To compare the privacy practices of a site with the site’s overall functionality (see Appendix A.2), we
defined an additional functionality score which awarded points for the number of non-privacy features
implemented by a site. This score awarded points for providing features such as photo uploading and
tagging, profile commenting, event streaming, and support for third-party applications.

The privacy and functionality scores for each site are shown in Table 7. Examining the overall
privacy score, we found Bebo, LinkedIn, and GaiaOnline to have the overall best privacy practices, while
Badoo, CouchSurfing, and myLife scored the lowest. Using our functionality score, we found Facebook,
MySpace, and Windows Live Spaces to be the most feature-rich sites, while Twitter implemented the
fewest features.

5.1 Privacy vs. Functionality

We found only a non-significant positive relationship between the functionality score and privacy score
(Figure 11, left). However, there is a pronounced relationship between a site’s general functionality and
its privacy-specific functionality. A correlation between the functionality score and the privacy control
score yields a positive regression coefficient of r = 0.50 at p = 0.0003, N = 45 as determined by a
t-test. Sites that provide more functionality in general also offer more advanced features and support for
configuring data sharing. Yet, this is in fact an inherited effect since general-purpose sites, which provide
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Site

1 – Data
Collection

Score

Privacy
Control
Score

Privacy
Policy
Score

Privacy
Score

Function-
ality
Score

Badoo .33 .07 .33 .23 .40
Bahu .24 .22 .43 .35 .50
Bebo .62 .44 .57 .70 .60
BlackPlanet .29 .26 .54 .46 .50
BuzzNet .29 .22 .43 .37 .60
Classmates.com .33 .22 .63 .51 .30
CouchSurfing .14 .30 .26 .26 .30
CyWorld .14 .47 .50 .51 .50
Eons .24 .36 .48 .46 .50
Experience Project .81 .19 .30 .44 .30
Facebook .10 .61 .41 .53 .90
Flixster .33 .26 .48 .44 .40
Friendster .29 .30 .48 .44 .60
Gaia Online .81 .44 .46 .69 .30
Habbo .81 .37 .48 .66 .50
hi5 .43 .32 .43 .48 .70
Hyves .29 .41 .41 .47 .70
Imbee .05 .37 .57 .46 .30
Imeem .71 .15 .57 .55 .50
Impulse .43 .34 .13 .30 .30
Kaioo .57 .15 .46 .43 .20
Last.fm 1.00 .22 .48 .64 .40
LinkedIn .52 .39 .67 .70 .50
LiveJournal .48 .60 .37 .62 .50
meinVZ .38 .41 .65 .65 .40
MocoSpace .52 .30 .43 .49 .30
Multiply .05 .36 .39 .34 .40
MyLife .29 .07 .43 .28 .30
MySpace .29 .41 .43 .48 .80
MyYearbook .24 .44 .17 .33 .70
NetLog .52 .30 .35 .44 .60
Nexopia .33 .22 .46 .40 .30
Ning .52 .41 .48 .59 .70
Orkut .43 .35 .46 .51 .70
PerfSpot .19 .63 .48 .61 .60
Plaxo .29 .44 .57 .58 .40
SkyRock .38 .11 .39 .31 .40
Sonico .00 .33 .37 .30 .30
Tagged .24 .22 .35 .30 .60
Twitter .81 .26 .30 .49 .10
Viadeo .43 .15 .50 .41 .20
Windows Live Spaces .33 .47 .50 .58 .80
Xanga .76 .48 .37 .65 .50
XING .24 .37 .57 .52 .30
Yonja .57 .33 .37 .49 .40

Table 7: Privacy and Functionality Scores. See Appendix A for the calculation details). In this table, the
Data Collection Score is inverted and normalised to span [0, 1].
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functionality privacy score privacy score priv. control score
score ≤ avg > avg category ≤ avg > avg ≤ avg > avg
≤ avg 13 9 gen. purpose 14 15 10 19
> avg 9 14 niche 8 8 11 5
significance p = 0.24 significance p = 1.00 p = 0.03

Figure 11: There is a positive, yet not significant relationship between functionality and privacy as
revealed by Fisher’s exact test, 2-tailed on the contingency tables between a site’s functionality score
and its privacy score (left) (data z-transformed and dichotomised by above / below average partition).
General-purpose and niche sites cannot be differentiated based on their privacy practices (middle),
but general-purpose sites offer more complete privacy settings and better support for configuring them
(right). N = 45.

Alexa rank user count privacy score policy length

privacy score ≤
med

>
med

≤
med

>
med

age
≤

avg
>

avg
≤

avg
>

avg
≤ avg 15 7 15 7 ≤ avg 16 10 17 8
> avg 7 16 8 15 > avg 6 13 7 12
significance p = 0.02 p = 0.04 significance p = 0.07 p = 0.07

Figure 12: Larger and more popular sites as well as more mature sites have significantly better overall
privacy protection and they feature longer privacy policies, as revealed by Fisher’s exact test, 2-tailed on
the contingency tables, data z-transformed. (Note that a lower rank means more popularity.) The privacy
score increasing with age cannot be attributed to one single privacy subscore: there is no significant
relationship between a site’s age and its data collection, privacy policy or privacy control subscores.
N = 44 for the privacy policy length, N = 45 otherwise.

better privacy controls (Figure 11, right) have a significantly higher functionality score than niche sites
(p = 0.01).

5.2 Privacy vs. Site Age

We find a positive relationship between the age of a site (the time elapsed since it went online) and
its privacy score. Sites that have been in existence for a longer time also have a significantly longer
privacy policy in terms of word count, which can be explained by a (reactive or pro-active) privacy
policy engineering process (Figure 12 right). The lack of (negative) relationship between functionality
score and privacy score indicates that network operators fail to exploit their users’ willingness to give up
more privacy when they receive more benefits in return (discussed further in Section 6.4).

5.3 Privacy vs. Size

Similarly, the resource constraints of the social network operator give an economic explanation for our
finding that P3P is implemented more often among larger sites (Figure 13). One can expect that bigger
companies can more easily devote resources to deploying P3P policies. Unlike the mere presence of
written privacy policies, the implementation of P3P policies is not mandated by law. As such, an operator
who has invested in deploying a P3P policy has undertaken measures towards privacy enhancement
beyond the required minimum. Similarly, more popular sites (by traffic rank and by user count) have an
overall higher privacy score (Figure 12, left).
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P3P user count Alexa rank
deployed ≤ average > average ≤ median > median
yes 7 7 7 7
no 23 6 15 16
significance p = 0.08 p = 1.00

Figure 13: P3P policies are deployed more often on sites with above average user count (N = 43). How-
ever, there is no relationship between a site’s popularity in terms of Alexa count and its P3P deployment
(N = 45). p-values by a two-tailed Fisher’s exact test.

5.4 Privacy vs. Growth Rate

Our sample provides evidence that privacy-enhanced sites have grown ahead of the market lately. The
privacy score is positively associated with both the three-month change in traffic rank and the three-month
change in page views. Similarly, the privacy control score is positively associated with the change in page
views but negatively with the change in traffic rank, with only the latter relationship being significant,
though (p = 0.08). It is possible that both phenomena may have a common cause such as the market
concentrating on big sites with extensive configuration possibilities.

It is noteworthy that sites which promote on privacy are falling behind with respect to those sites
which do not promote on privacy. Sites promoting on privacy have a weakly significant below-average
traffic rank increase (p = 0.10). Implications of this are discussed further in Section 6.1.1.

5.5 Privacy Promotion and Claims vs. Actual Privacy Practices

A site’s privacy claims do not necessarily indicate good privacy practices. We tested for a relationship
between the privacy score and its constituent subscores with a site promoting on privacy and vaunting
its data protection in the privacy policy. No significant relationship could be found between embellished
claims in the privacy policy and actually good practices as captured by the privacy scores. On the
contrary, sites that promoted privacy on their signup pages have a below-average privacy score (p =
0.11). Still, there is a weak positive relationship between the quality of a privacy policy and the existence
of promotional arguments related to data protection (p = 0.19).

We conclude that sites mentioning good privacy practice during the signup phase actually have less
favourable privacy practices, but they are well communicated in the privacy policy. These results can be
interpreted as being similar to the adverse selection effect of privacy seals for general websites [32], or
perhaps as the supply side analogy to the discrepancy between stated and actual privacy preferences on
the demand side of the social networking market [8].

6 Economic Models

The diversity we found in the privacy practices across the sites indicates there are no universal rules
for privacy in social networking. The market continues to be fluid and experimental, with some of the
variation in privacy practices surely due to irrational decisions by site implementers. However, we have
analysed the data and found it supports several compelling models for why poor privacy may be a rational
choice for social network operators. In particular, we propose a novel model which explains our observed
data, the privacy communication game. We will then compare this game-theoretic explanatory approach
with other economic models traditionally applied to privacy design choices.
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6.1 The Privacy Communication Game

We propose a novel model to explain the varying levels of privacy-related advertising within a single site,
taking into account heterogeneous privacy preferences in the user population, and the temporal dynamics
of privacy concerns. We call this model the privacy communication game.

In our model, different users have different privacy concerns and the social network’s strategy can be
seen as an attempt to optimise its interaction with each group. Previous research has provided evidence
that Web users can be divided into three groups based on privacy concerns: the marginally concerned,
the pragmatic majority, and the privacy fundamentalists [6], a taxonomy originally due to Westin. The
predominant group of users, the pragmatic majority claims when asked to be interested in privacy but has
been shown in previous studies to forget about privacy when given an attractive service [6] or monetary
rewards such as discounts [79].

In parallel, it has also been shown that providing more assurance of privacy can actually make non-
fundamentalists less comfortable than simply ignoring privacy [57]. However, privacy fundamentalists
care deeply about privacy, and may actively investigate a site and complain to non-fundamentalists if they
are dissatisfied with a site. A successful site will therefore play a game of minimising the concerns of the
fundamentalists while simultaneously minimising the awareness of privacy for the non-fundamentalists.

Expressed slightly more formally, the action space for the social network operator in the privacy com-
munication game is {communicate, hide}. There are two categories of user, namely {non-fundamentalist,
fundamentalist}. All users must choose between {sign up, cancel}, while the fundamentalists will also
choose between {complain, silence}. Non-fundamentalists are inclined towards “sign up” when seeing
“hide”; fundamentalists are inclined towards “cancel” and “complain” when seeing “hide” and vice versa
when seeing “communicate”.

Because the operator is inclined towards opposite strategies for the two groups of users, it can im-
prove its outcomes by filtering the two groups based on observed signals about users’ privacy preferences
and then discriminating its strategy based on the user’s type. This is in some sense similar to the practice
of price discrimination, as the site operator aims to serve both groups of customers in a dedicated way.

A more complex model would account for third parties such as journalists who can more strongly in-
fluence the public [60]. Eventually, only privacy negotiations with individualised communication strate-
gies based on non-clonable signals will enable the service provider to choose individually optimal privacy
strategies and to take the corresponding communication actions.

The following subsections derive the network operator’s optimal strategy in the privacy communica-
tion game and relate it to our empirical evidence.

6.1.1 Reducing Privacy Salience

When facing non-fundamentalist users, the goal of the network operator is to encourage not just sign-up
but also disclosure of information. Since social networks are more valuable to each user the more of their
friends’ data is available, operators may seek to create an environment where people feel free to disclose
their data, which for non-fundamentalists is best achieved by making minimal reference to privacy.

Talking about privacy, even in the context of underlining the site’s positive privacy features, may have
negative consequences for the social networking operator because the mere mention of data protection
raises concerns amongst the visitors. This phenomenon is known as privacy salience, or privacy-priming.
Experiments have shown that providing strong privacy assurance can actually make people less likely
to disclose personal information than if none were provided [57]. Similarly, a study on P3P browsers
found that users exposed to explicit privacy information reported higher privacy concerns afterwards [40].
Many users taking part in a survey about privacy on social networks were found to have restricted their
visibility settings after taking the survey [8].

Due to privacy salience effects, even promoting positive privacy practices might actually fan fears
and drive customers away or reduce their willingness to reveal personal information. This would have
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a negative impact on the valuation of the network by its two most important customer groups: users
and advertisers. Ceteris paribus, a user of the site will perceive a the network as less useful when the
amount of social information for viewing is decreasing—for instance due to users not entering personal
information due to privacy concerns. For advertisers, less complete profiles limit the ability for targeted
advertising.

This may explain the behaviour of not promoting on privacy (Section 4.2.4) and minimising mention
of a site’s privacy policy during sign-up (Section 4.3). Social networks have another powerful tool to
decrease privacy salience, which is to showcase other users who have posted photos and other personal
behaviour, making this behaviour seem normal and safe (Section 4.2.2). This is corroborated by evidence
from previous studies, which suggest that the majority of users can be enticed to enter more personal data
by an animated character requesting it, or by framing the data input as situationally acceptable [57, 79].

Additionally, surfacing privacy concerns can be mitigated proactively by establishing trust with users
without mentioning privacy. User studies have found that the quality and professionalism of a site is
more effective in establishing trust then the contents of a privacy policy or the existence of privacy in-
dicators [18]. This may explain survey results in the case of MySpace and Facebook, two sites mainly
differing by screen design at first site, which find that Facebook is strongly trusted by its users [8, 48]
more so than MySpace [31]. In our study, Facebook reached a privacy score of 0.53 compared to MyS-
pace’s 0.48, only coming out slightly ahead. The extra trust in Facebook may represent Facebook’s
cleaner and more consistent layout rather than its privacy practices.

6.1.2 Discouraging Privacy Fundamentalists

Fundamentalists make up a small portion of the market (estimated between 17% [6, 25] and 30% [79]),
thus their participation may not be crucial for a social network’s success, in particular because they
are the least likely customers to begin with. Initial growth of a networking site will be created by less
privacy-concerned early adopters. Individuals with strong privacy beliefs are significantly less likely to
use social networks, as indicated by surveys [8], after they feel compelled to because their friends have
already joined [26].

Most importantly, though, they may be less valuable or even have negative value as customers be-
cause of their privacy-conscious actions on a site. This has opportunity costs in that fundamentalists will
upload less personal information, which is correlated both to having fewer friends on the site and using
it less frequently [54, 48]. This makes these users less valuable for targeted advertising (we conjecture
they are also likely to click on advertising links). There may also be indirect costs, however, such as the
existence of fundamentalists with limited profiles or strict privacy settings raising the privacy salience
of non-fundamentalists. Direct costs accrue naturally to the network operator from providing a typically
free service.

The undesirability of privacy fundamentalists as social networking users may explain several trends
we noticed where sites seem to avoid simple privacy practices that seem relatively cheap. For example,
the poor deployment of TLS authentication and encryption (Section 4.6.1), the failure to implement
P3P (Section 4.7.5), and the requirement of real names and gender (Section 4.4.2) are all likely to deter
privacy fundamentalists, despite these being relatively small changes to make to the site. Similarly, there
are often features which are not supported for users with strict privacy settings. Two Facebook users who
both make their profiles unsearchable are given no support to become friends on the network [22]. These
observations may reflect a rational choice to discourage privacy fundamentalists from joining.

6.1.3 Reducing Privacy Criticism

While fundamentalists make up a small enough population that the network may not wish them to join,
they may exert power beyond their numbers by complaining to non-fundamentalists, ruining the net-
work’s attempt to minimise privacy salience. Indeed, even small, advantageously placed groups can
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influence the opinion in networks: fundamentalists may in fact be bloggers or journalists who wield a
disproportionate influence over other users’ opinions of the site [60]. Thus, the network it is strongly
inclined to reduce their criticism. Another important class of privacy fundamentalists may be parents,
who may not use the service themselves but are afraid of their children’s online activities. It has been
shown, for example, that people are consistently more afraid of privacy threats to their own children than
they are to themselves [8].

As a result, while access to the legally-required privacy policies is veiled from non-fundamentalists, it
is in the service provider’s own interest to address privacy concerns to fundamentalists who may actually
reach the documents and incorporate it into their decision to establish trust with the site [16]. We recall
that, in addition to the decision whether to join or not to join, the fundamentalists potentially complain.
This could explain the frequency with which operators vaunt their good privacy practices within their
privacy policies, while not making such claims elsewhere on the site (Section 4.7.6). A particularly
interesting manifestation of this strategy are (paid) privacy seals that are embedded in the privacy policy
but not posted on the main pages of the site.

Similarly, social networking sites frequently make strong claims about their privacy practices when
confronted with critical media attention due to major scandals. For example, in February an American
teenager was caught soliciting naked pictures of under-age male Facebook users for blackmail purposes.
In a press release responding the story, Facebook’s first sentence was “Facebook seeks to provide a safe
and trusted environment by offering users industry-leading tools that control access to their informa-
tion...” [50]. This can be seen as another consequence of the privacy communication game, as Facebook
realises it needs to strongly promote its privacy practises to concerned users reading news articles.

This quote also points to the deployment of overly-complicated privacy settings with open defaults
as a rational strategy for reducing privacy complaints while still minimising salience. We frequently
observed open-by default settings (Section 4.5.3), which is a good choice because most users will not
adjust their privacy settings [53, 48, 8, 22, 35, 21]. We also observed many cases of privacy controls
which we considered too numerous or confusing to be practical (Section 4.5.4). Deploying such settings
may be optimal because it will prevent non-fundamentalists from managing their privacy, while still
giving fundamentalists the control they desire given sufficient effort to understand the interface.

6.1.4 Evolution of Communication

Finally, we propose within our privacy discrimination model that a site’s optimal strategy may evolve
over time as its user base changes. It can be expected that non-fundamentalists will dominate the early
adopters of a social network. This has been found by ethnographic studies, as more privacy-concerned
individuals report that they only join a social network when they feel compelled to do so after many of
their friends have joined [26, 42]. Similarly, privacy fundamentalists, particularly journalists, may be
less inclined to complain about newer sites with lower membership, focusing on major players instead.
Individual users also reported that their privacy concerns increased over time when using a network [26],
suggesting that the user base may inherently drift towards privacy fundamentalism as time passes.

Speculatively, an optimal strategy for a network may, therefore, be to begin with no privacy con-
trols to minimise privacy salience and encourage growth, while slowly implementing privacy features
as it ages and the user base complains, or mass media criticises unfavourable data protection mecha-
nisms. This may explain the common perception of social networks as following a “functionality first”
paradigm, which Facebook’s CEO acknowledged by stating that “growth is primary” in the industry[92].
We found evidence for this in the strong correlation of improved privacy practices in older networks in
our survey (Figure 12).
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6.2 The Effects of Lock-in

Lock-in is an entrenched feature of the market for social networks, with users facing high-switching costs
to create accounts on competitive networks. In addition the cost of learning a new interface, users have
been found to invest significant amounts of time in building up their profiles, which is lost if the user
changes networks [48, 26]. Previously, it has been argued that lock-in is an endemic problem in security
applications which harms the quality of products on the market [58]. The same model may apply to
social networking accounts, as lacking data portability or data extraction prevention make it impossible
for a user to move his data out and to a new network if it hypothetically offered better privacy.

This theory is supported by our survey, which found very little evidence of portability of profiles
between sites. No site which we studied offered any interface for exporting one’s profile data, friendship
links, or photos in a simple way.

We also found strong evidence that sites attempt to erode their competitors’ lock-in advantages by
offering to automatically retrieve friends from a user’s email inbox, making it easier to get a new account
started (Section 4.4.3). Smaller social-networking sites could potentially request a user’s old account
from a competitive site to retrieve profile information, but this is against most sites’ terms of use and has
already led to at least two lawsuits: Facebook sued startup Power.com in January for allowing users to
enter their Facebook login details and then fetching their account data, after similarly suing to shut down
Google’s FriendConnect service in May 2008 [14]. This demonstrates that sites are aware of the lock-in
they possess and are actively fighting to maintain it.

The OpenSocial project [3] has been started to promote interoperability between sites. Seven of the
sites surveyed implement OpenSocial applications, yet only Ning made any mention of this fact and none
of the sites implement the project’s goal of allowing users to take their profile data between sites. It is
telling that sites have embraced OpenSocial to prevent application developers from being locked-in to
one site’s platform and ensure a large number of applications are available, but have avoided using it to
actually allow users to more freely move between sites.

Thus, most users are locked into their current social network, meaning sites are primarily competing
for the sign-up of new users. This is particularly problematic for privacy advocates. First, most new users
have little data uploaded and thus their privacy is less of a concern, making data protection less of a selling
point for a new account. Second, it can be difficult to assess the full spectrum of privacy controls before
a significant amount of data is uploaded, thus it is even more difficult for users to asses privacy controls
when considering joining. Sociological evidence may support this, as teenagers are infatuated with
sharing when they first join a network, before eventually growing frustrated with the “drama” generated
by people viewing their social networking pages [26]. Thus, lock-in may explain a lack of motivation
for promoting privacy practices or building privacy controls, as users may be significantly locked-in to
the network by the time they are concerned about privacy.

The lock-in model may be complementary to the privacy communication game model. Whilst the
lock-in model captures the temporal dynamics of privacy preferences of the social network usage life-
cycle and thereby explains why offering few privacy controls do not present a hurdle for joining the
network, unlike the privacy communication game, lock-in effects do not account for heterogeneous pri-
vacy preferences among the user population and cannot fully explain the existing privacy practices.

6.3 Privacy as a Lemons Market

The market for privacy in social networks also fits the model of a lemons market well, as has been
shown to occur in general for privacy and websites [83]. Because users have so much trouble assessing
a site’s privacy, sites have less incentive to provide good functionality and the market is dominated by
“lemons.” As argued previously, the obfuscated language employed by privacy policies deliberately
deprives consumers of adequate information about what privacy is truly being offered by a website,
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preventing sites from needing to compete on privacy. This is consistent with our findings for social-
networking privacy policies, which suffered from many usability problems (Section 4.7).

It is made stronger by our findings that privacy is not mentioned promotionally (Section 4.2.4),
P3P—a potential remedy against information asymmetry—is rarely enabled (Section 4.7.5), and privacy
controls are excessively numerous and confusing (Section 4.5.4). Moreover, we found that promotional
privacy claims were inversely correlated with superior privacy practices (Section 5.5), meaning users are
in fact receiving misinformation. For these reasons, it is difficult for end users to adequately assess the
privacy functionality of a social networking site. Indeed, in our evaluations it typically took around one
hour just to collect rote data on privacy features offered by each site.

This model integrates with a privacy communications game well. The inability of non-fundamentalist
users to distinguish between good and bad privacy further lessens the incentive for sites to promote their
privacy, when doing so may raise privacy salience and have adverse effects.

6.4 Privacy Negotiations

The paradigm of privacy negotiations views a user’s choice to use a social-networking service as a
privacy trade-off, weighing the functional benefits they get from a social networking site against the
privacy they have to give up in order to qualify for these benefits [82, 70]. A similar optimisation can
be made to determine if and when to reveal specific data items once signed up or to determine if and
when to delete information or leave the platform. There is some evidence that users may rationalise their
social network use this way, some survey respondents stated that they consider giving up some personal
information to be the price of a useful, free service [30].

Whilst such a utility maximisation problem can easily be stated formally, the subjective valuations
associated with benefits as well as with privacy costs make a computational solution unrealistic—not
withstanding systematic psychological distortions in privacy-related decision-making. In particular, the
valuations need to be formed for non-monetary benefits and costs, under limited information, over ex-
pected values with small probabilities, and subject to uncontrollable externalities. Even if a user pos-
sessed all required information, the cognitive burden and finite resource one is ready to spend would
make her use simple heuristics.

Regarding the economics of privacy on social networks, this resort to heuristics has two major im-
plications. First, network operators who assume fully rational behaviour of their users may see their ex-
pectations over the users’ actions unfulfilled. Optimisation procedures over privacy designs that assume
a homo economicus are unlikely to yield successful results in practice. Second, operators may gainfully
exploit the users’ inability to make fully informed choices. When heuristics are used as decision rules,
these can be tricked. An example is hiding bad privacy practices in the fine-print and equipping a privacy
policy with a seal instead (Section 4.7.6).

In the decision heuristics, users will contrast perceived advantages with perceived disadvantages.
The higher the user perceives the functional benefit, the more she is willing to provide information. The
entirety of the promotional arguments a site uses to induce sign-up can be interpreted as increasing the
perceived benefits in a privacy negotiations settings.

Our data suggest that social network operators do not yet strategically exploit the tradeoff between
functionality and data protection as two alternative sources for a user’s utility as they compete for users.
We found no evidence that sites with more funcionality are able to offer less privacy, our data instead
showed a weak trend in the opposite direction (Section 5.1). Nor did we observe any evidence that price
discrimination with different (privacy, functionality)-bundles is implemented within individual sites. It
could be argued that in the context of social networks site functionality is less important than network
effects, which grow with the number of relevant peers, i.e. the number of potential contacts. However,
sites more attractive by popularity or user count also exhibit a higher privacy score (Figure 12). These
trends lead us to generally reject a privacy negotiations paradigm. Still, this observation does not preclude
that some users may consciously perform a cost-benefit analysis before joining a site.
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7 Limitations

In light of the scale and the scope of this study, some limitations should be kept in mind that apply to
all phases of our study. First, the selection of sites and criteria to assess them might be improved. We
have given account of our sampling criteria in Section 3. They are aimed at defining a tractable sample
for which an exhaustive evaluation could be performed. While considerable effort has been made to
identify all sites that fall into the operational definition, it might be possible that some sites were missed.
The sample size is particularly sensitive to cut-off levels defined on user count. Due to the scarcity of
resources, expanding our sample would have forced us to compromise on the depth of analysis. The
authors have adopted the point of view that—at a later point in time—the sample could be expanded
more efficiently in breadth than in depth, henceforth our selection of 45 sites evaluated at approximately
260 criteria each. It might be possible we missed an important evaluation criterion or metadata entry.
Our choices were driven by our analysis needs, lessons from past field studies, our expectations regarding
discriminatory metrics, and eagerness for conciseness and completeness. We did not attempt to evaluate
some more qualitative elements, such as the usability of privacy controls or the readability of privacy
policies, relying on very rough indicators like word count and number of settings instead.

Second, the evaluation process needed to be done manually which introduces inevitable human error.
Fine-grained evaluation criteria with little room for interpretation and operational definitions including
tool support for evaluation (for instance in determining the privacy policy word count) are intended to
keep this error small. The evaluation apparatus, as described in Section 3 was kept constant as much as
possible. The evaluation tasks were split among the authors on a per criteria basis rather than on a per
site basis.

Third, the scores we define, the privacy score and its constituting subscores for data collection, the
privacy policy, and the privacy controls, as well as the functionality score, can be debated. We consider
the definitions sound by intuition and we provide statistical backup for the definitions (Cronbach’s α).
Other scores may be defined at the reader’s discretion. In being explicit on the calculation formula
(Appendix A), we enable the reader to assess the suitability of each of these scores for her or his own
analyses. Equally, in making the dataset publicly available, we provide the necessary data to define any
alternative score.

Fourth, the authors acknowledge that durability of the data is limited given the high mutability of the
market in social networking. Even so, the value of the dataset does not only originate in being the most
comprehensive snapshot. It can also be used as an historical data point in longitudinal analyses.

Fifth, our analyses and the economic models we advance as explanations for the empirical evidence
might be scrutinised. By making our dataset publicly available, we encourage the community to chal-
lenge our interpretations and conclusions.

8 Conclusions

Online social networking has become an indispensable activity, and research must keep up with the phe-
nomenon. With the mass adoption of social networking sites over the last eighteen months, a scholarly
review of privacy practices “in the wild” was overdue. Given our data, we have serious concerns about
the current state of affairs.

In particular, we have found strong evidence that the social networking market is failing to provide
users with adequate privacy control. The market is still in an early stage of aggressive competition
for users that may eventually yield to a more static and consolidated supply. Our results suggest that
the naive application of utility maximisation theory fails to capture all the intricacies of the market for
privacy in social networking. Experimental economics has long suggested that users’ privacy-related
decision-making is systematically distorted from full rationality and subject to limited information. We
have found compelling evidence that a major problem is the lack of accessible information for users,
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encouraged by sites’ strong incentives to limit privacy salience as part of the privacy communication
game: the data suggests that sites may have evolved specifically to communicate differently to users
with different levels of privacy concern.

Assuming that better privacy awareness and protection would be beneficial for users, regulation may
be necessary in order for a privacy market to function properly. Reducing information asymmetry is
an important first step, through standardised “privacy nutrition labels” [67] which can communicate
privacy practices in a non-textual format to help users make more informed privacy choices. Increasing
privacy salience is of critical importance. This could be achieved by requiring sites to provide clear,
Web-integrated interfaces for users to see exactly what personal data of theirs is held, and exactly which
parties have access to it. User access to data is a core principle of the EU Data Protection Directive,
but we argue it must be far easier and more integrated into the user experience to be effective. Finally,
reducing lock-in effects through mandated data portability may be necessary to increase consumer choice
in social networks. In this area, regulation seems most promising and may pay off in the short run.

We also think that much more research is necessary on the dynamics of privacy in social networks.
Our results hint at many promising areas for further inquiry. The privacy salience phenomenon and its
role in social networking in particular needs further analysis. We are planning a user experiment to
study privacy-related decisions on social networks, focusing on the role of communication and privacy-
functionality trade-offs each user has to solve. Research is also needed on methods to make privacy
information more understandable, and better user interfaces for configuring social network access con-
trols. We hope that our study, along with our published dataset, will be an important starting point.
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A Imputed Metrics

We provide here a complete description of the synthetic scores we calculated for privacy and functional-
ity, used in our analysis in Section 5. We stress that these scores do not represent a complete evaluation
of the sites, but are only designed to allow analysis of trends within the data. The complete scores can
be viewed in Table 7.

A.1 Privacy Score

The privacy score aggregates three subscores: one representing the amount of data collected, one repre-
senting the extend of privacy controls provided, and one representing the quality of the privacy policy
provided. The overall privacy score, is the arithmetic mean of the three subscores ‘data collection score’
(DCS), ‘privacy control score’ (PCS), and ‘privacy policy score’ (PPS), according to the following for-
mula. To ensure an equal weighting, we normalised each subscore based on the highest-observed and
lowest-observed value for that subscore. The data collection score is reversed, since a higher DCS is less
privacy-protecting.

Privacy Score =
PCS−min(PCS)

max(PCS)−min(PCS) + PPS−min(PPS)
max(PPS)−min(PPS) + 1− DCS−min(DCS)

max(DCS)−min(DCS)

3

A.1.1 Data Collection Subscore

The data collection score is calculated from the number of data items a site collects and the mandatoriness
of each data field. The data collection score is calculated as 1pt for each required data item plus 0.5pt for
each requested data item. Data items that are verified or validated are counted with +2pts. The use of such
a score finds its motivation in a value of α = 0.51 for Cronbach’s alpha over the 34 evaluation criteria
regarding data collection. From the definition, a higher data collection score is more privacy-invasive
and a higher privacy score is more desirable from a data protection point of view. The recalibrated data
collection score is mapped to the [0, 1] interval based on the minimum and maximum DCS observed in
our sample.

A.1.2 Privacy Control Subscore

The privacy control score represents the number of features implemented by a site which allow a user to
control their privacy. In particular, it awards 1 point for most such features, as listed in Table 8. We chose
not to include several features of dubious value, such as number of privacy settings available, since it is
unclear at which point this lessens usability of the site. We included features for ensuring privacy and
safety on the site.

A.1.3 Privacy Policy Subscore

We scored privacy policies based on their availability during the signup process, their accessibility, the
information provided, and the existence of P3P version of the policies. We did not attempt subjective
scoring of the quality of the privacy policies. The detailed criteria are available in Table 9.

A.2 Functionality Score

The functionality score represents the number of non-essential features implemented by a site. In partic-
ular, it awards 1 point for most features, and 2 points for allowing third party applications, considering
this to be worth extra in enabling a large variety of extra functionality to be created. The criteria are
listed in Table 10.
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feature scoring adjustments
data security
full TLS during login +2.0pt −1.0pt POST only
can logout from site +1.0pt
privacy configurability
Friends-only visibility available +1.0pt +1.0pt if default setting
Network-only visibility available +1.0pt +1.0pt if default setting
Profile line-item ACL available +1.0pt +0.1pt each item up to a maximum of +3.0pts
Photo, commenting, messaging ACL +1.0pt each
List-based ACL +1.0pt
Audience view +1.0pt
Search view +1.0pt
Pre-set privacy combinations +1.0pt
Email settings +1.0pt
privacy support by site operator
Privacy settings Help +1.0pt
Block User Button +1.0pt
Report User Button +1.0pt
Abuse Reporting +1.0pt +1.0pt telephone
Privacy Tips +1.0pt
Safety Tips +1.0pt
Parent Tips +1.0pt

Table 8: Privacy Control Score Criteria. Adjustments are applied to the original item scoring. The
possible maximum score is 27.
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feature scoring adjustments
accessibility
PP acknowledgement checkbox +1.0pt
PP link presented during signup +1.0pt −0.5pt requires JavaScript and

−0.25pt pop-up window
T&C link presented during signup +1.0pt −0.5pt requires JavaScript and

−0.25pt pop-up window
number of links available to PP +0.5pt per link up to a maximum of +2.0pts
number of links available to T&C +0.5pt per link up to a maximum of +2.0pts
usage
PP exists +1.0pt −1.0pt requires JavaScript
PP dated +1.0pt
mobileOK percentage score +0.00..+ 1.00pt
PP bookmarkable +1.0pt
PP printable +1.0pt
PP savable +1.0pt
PP textually structured +1.0pt
privacy statements
Can delete personal information +1.0pt −0.5pt partial deletion only
National laws obeyed specified +1.0pt
Privacy seal +1.0pt
Collection of data from external sources −1.0pt
Sharing data with third parties −1.0pt −2.0pt not anonymised
contact details
Contains operator email address +1.0pt
Contains operator postal address +1.0pt
privacy policy mutability
Users notified of changes to PP +1.0pt
Delay period before changes effective +1.0pt
P3P deployment
Full P3P policy +1.0pt −0.5pt if not correct
Compact P3P policy +1.0pt −0.5pt if not correct

Table 9: Privacy Policy Subscore Criteria. Adjustments are applied to the original item scoring. The
possible maximum score is 23. (T&C: Terms and Conditions)
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feature scoring
meta-functionality
Third-party applications +2.0pt
interactivity
Profile commenting +1.0pt
Sending messages to other users +1.0pt
Photo uploading +1.0pt
Photo tagging +1.0pt
Event streaming +1.0pt
connectivity
Data export protocol +1.0pt
OpenID +1.0pt
Linkable “profile badges” +1.0pt

Table 10: Functionality Score Criteria. The possible maximum score is 10.
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